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Our mission:

To foster the social and emotional 
development, safety and well-being 
of children through education and 

advocacy.

Our Vision:

Safe children thriving in a peaceful world
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About us

www.cfchildren.org

• Non-profit (charity organization) based in Seattle, USA

• Founded in 1979

• Today: evidence-based programs in 25,000 schools 
across North America

• Fourteen partner organizations in Europe, Asia and 
South America

• Programs to reduce and prevent 

- Child abuse, bullying, and interpersonal violence

• Research-based & user-friendly curricula, outcome 
evaluation, teacher training and support; advocacy for 
social-emotional learning

Second Step beginnings

• Mid-1980s

– Annual FBI reports: significant increases in 

violent crime

– Average age of onset was getting younger 

(more child offenders)

We asked a simple question…
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Why do people hurt other people?

• Difficult to prove causation, but-highly correlated social 

skill “deficits” emerge in the literature

• Violent offenders (adults & youth) commonly lack a core 

set of social skills:

– Empathy

– Impulse control

– Social problem solving

– Emotion management

Children don’t display prosocial 

behavior because they…

– Don’t know how, due to lack of modeling 
or guidance.

– Know how, but lack practice  or 
reinforcement

– Respond emotionally 
• (Goleman: “emotional hijacking”)

– Have inappropriate beliefs about 
aggression.
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CASEL’s Essential Skills for 

Academic and Social-Emotional Learning

• Be responsible

• Manage emotions

• Understand situations

• Set goals and plans

• Solve problems creatively

• Communicate effectively

• Negotiate fairly

• Refuse provocations

• Seek help

CASEL:

Collaborative for Academic,

Social, and Emotional Learning

www.casel.org

CESEL:

Danish Association 

for Social and Emotional Learning

www.cesel. dk
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The face of school is changing

• Teaches social and emotional skills to reduce violent 
behavior and increase social competence
– Empathy

– Impulse Control

– Social Problem-Solving

– Emotion Management

• Student curriculum ages 4 to 14

• Training for Trainers, Training for Educators (teachers, 
psychologists, counselors, school leaders)

• Parent education component

• Program implementation support to sustain best 
practices
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• Lesson card
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Preschool-Kindergarten 

Second Step lesson
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How to Solve Problems

• What is the problem?

• What are some solutions?

• For each solution ask:

– Is it safe? 

– Is it fair?

– How will people feel?

– Will it work?

• Choose a solution and use it.

• Reflect: did it work? If not, what can I do now?

Norwegian Second Step class
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• Top-rated by US Departments of Education, Health and 
Justice

• 15 studies published on program effects

• Three studies published in Europe; one in press

• One research study underway in Japan

• Used effectively with companion programs
– E.g., SEAL in UK; EBS in US; PALS in Norway, Olweus in 
Europe, US 

• Translated and taught in 15 countries in Europe & Asia

Keys to success & sustainability

• Principal leadership
• SEL focus at faculty meetings, reminders to teachers

• Requiring SEL in lesson plans 

• Integrating SEL with (positive) school discipline 

• Staff training 

• Teacher interactions with students: walking the talk

• Transferring student skills into everyday life
• Cueing, coaching and reinforcement

• School-wide events (e.g. assemblies)

• Program evaluation
• Identifying areas for improvement

• Evidence of success is a great motivator to keep it going! 
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Social Emotional Learning (SEL) 

and Academic Achievement

What’s the connection?

“When schools implement high-quality

social-emotional learning programmes

effectively, the academic achievement of

children increases, incidences of problem

behaviours decrease, and the relationships

that surround each child are improved.”

Dr. Maurice J. Elias
Academic and Social-Emotional Learning

UNESCO
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We need to help schools make 

this connection!

• Tying social-emotional learning lessons to 

student academic learning objectives

• Conducting research to show academic 

benefits of SEL

• Good prevention should be good pedagogy

Research shows that socially 

and emotionally skilled students:

• Earn higher GPAs. 

• Score higher on standardized 

tests.
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Why do socially and emotionally 

skilled students do better in school?

• They behave better in class.

• They have better peer relations.

• They receive more teacher support.

• They feel more connected to school.

Second Step partner consortium

Partner organization Country Second Step title

Vilnius Children’s Center Lithuania Antras Zingsnis

Akat Psychology Consulting Finland Askeleittain

CESEL Denmark Trin for trin

Prososial Norway Steg for steg

Gíslason & Löwenborg Sweden StegVis

CFC Japan Japan Sekando Steppu

Incentive Publishing UK Second Step

KOMAK Kurdish Iraq Hengaw be hengaw

Heidelberg Prevention Center Germany Faustlos

Profkreatis Slovakia Srdce na Dlani

Innerisaavik Greenland Tulleriit

Reynir-rädgjafastofa Iceland Stig af stigi

Fundación de Niños Venezuela Segundo Paso
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Challenges & next steps
• US Education policies take schools’ focus and funding away 
from social emotional learning

– How to motivate teachers to adopt and use a program?

• Most Second Step partners serve developed countries
– How will our process change as we expand the work into 
developing countries?

• How will new partners build capacity to deliver program 
and training to schools?
– How will schools build capacity to teach the program to children? 
Involve parents?

• How will Committee for Children build the capacity to serve 
this exciting, growing consortium of partners? 

“…Like good childrearing at home, these lessons are small 

but telling, delivered regularly and over a sustained period 

of years. That is how emotional learning becomes 

ingrained; as experiences are repeated over and over, the 

brain reflects them as strengthened pathways, neural 

habits to apply in times of duress, frustration, hurt. 

And while the everyday substance of emotional literacy 

classes may look mundane, the outcome—decent human 

beings—is more critical to our future than ever” 

Daniel Goleman


